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1. Abstract
Antimony Coin, often denoted as the ATMN, is a cryptocurrency used to purchase goods
and services and apply a robust cryptography online ledger to promote a secure form of online
transactions. The Antimony Coin is a new currency in the market that will effectively operate
globally. In this instance, the primary attachment of the currency is a prepaid bank, where
transactions of the currency can be more straightforward. When the currency is attached to a
prepaid bank, an individual can exchange it from cryptocurrency to a fiat currency. At this point,
the fiat currency is issued by the government. On this note, the bank has complete control of the
economy by determining the primary amount of money being printed. An example of fiat
currency that is applicable in this case is United States dollars. An individual can withdraw from
a prepaid ATM card and perform the desired task. Considerably, the currency is essential in
expounding online transactions and advancing the need for online transaction security. The role
of the Antimony Coin is to perform smoothly, facilitating the market with faster transactions,
secure peer to peer acknowledgement, and not for last to become a bridge between decentralized
and centralized fiat markets.
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2. Problem Definition
The leading problem that the currency addresses is providing solutions to issues
accompanied by cryptocurrency traders and investors. Cryptocurrency has greater risk when
implemented in business transactions and financial operations. For instance, the primary glitch is
the application of the cryptocurrency needs to address volatility. The company seeks to change
the autonomy and approaches of battery charges through inventions and innovations. On this
note, the cryptocurrency seeks to sort the problem of unexpected market change that fluctuate
prices (Sergeenkov, 2020). Traders have a problem with cryptocurrencies that can drop in
hundreds of dollars, making the investment meaningless. The other problem that Antimony Coin
has to solve is the need for liquidity and analysis of cryptocurrency market prices.
On the other hand, traders can get one-on-one aid from the company based on Antimony
Coin, which triggers market commodities to increase sales and profit generation. Here, the main
problem addresses the affordability of continuity of major trader's and investor's projects
(Sergeenkov, 2020). In online business operations, conversion of cryptocurrency is often
common to the major virtual organization. In this instance, liquidity determines the rate at which
cryptocurrency changes to cash. Therefore, traders often face the challenge of determining the
appropriate measure of time and effortless cryptocurrency conversion.
The considerable problem that the currency needs to address is the evaluation of going
short or long capability. In business terms, when buying a cryptocurrency, the individual
purchases the asset with the belief that it will maximize in value. Traders and investors have the
problem of determining the best time for purchasing, which is always short, and avoiding the
worse business period of transaction long (Sergeenkov, 2020). Traders and investors also have a
major problem with the online security of currency storage and transaction. Security has been a
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major concern to traders and investors operating under online platforms. Occasionally, different
individuals have faced difficult moments of losses and cybercrime on most existing
cryptocurrencies. Most traders opt to use fiat currency more often for undeserving insecurity
purposes.
3. Existing Solutions
The existing primary Solution of the problems major traders and investors face depends
on the impact on business. In this instance, the primary problem that an individual can consider
is volatility which has an incredible solution that companies can implement. The leading
Solution is planning for volatility to achieve a stable business transaction flow using
cryptocurrencies (Bierer, 2016, p. 83). Considerably, the existing Solution of Antimony currency
focuses on the market downturns. Here, most traders have recovered from the volatility when
market downturns occur by not selling products. In planning as the existing Solution, traders and
investors have evaluated that market is challenging and can cost them numerous losses from the
volatile cryptocurrency (Fang et al., 2020, p.20). On this note, planning for volatility focuses on
aligning investment risks according to the desired goals and situations. Currently, traders and
investors align their risk investments with production objectives and existing events making the
business cope with volatility.
The other essential consideration of the existing Solution is the provision of advanced
liquidity in the business. On this note, the primary consideration is seizing different opportunities
for barriers that hinder the conversion of security to ready cash. In this instance, most traders and
investors have currently established savings account that cash is stored. In consideration, savings
account, cash, and checkable accounts often get categorized as liquid assets where they can
effortlessly be changed to cash when required (Chaumont et al., 2019, p.36). The existing
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Solution for evaluating the best time to make purchases focuses on the rate of savings a trader
and investor has in their accounts. In this instance, savings are essential during the hard market
times in business industries. On the other hand, security measures existing on Antimony
currency are different as data gets encrypted from end to end. The Antimony will be partnered
with VIisa and Matercard for easy cash transactions of business people globally. However, the
existing Solution of Antimony currency to the problems accompanied by cryptocurrencies
requires further Solution and assortment proposal in the market. In this instance, the relevance of
the proposed Solution is to make Antimony reliable and effective in the currency.
4. Proposed Solution
In proposing better solutions, the cryptocurrency needs to be used for community,
exchange development, licenses, consultants, accountant, marketing, and predictable and erratic
costs. On this note, the proposed implementation of Antimony currency is listing the coin on the
top exchanges. In more consideration, Antimony needs to get ranked in different categories.
Primarily, the volume is the primary section that Antimony needs to consider in twenty-four
hours. At this point, volume listing focuses on the amount of money the cryptocurrency holds.
On the other hand, the company needs to get ranked by average liquidity (Chaumont et
al., 2019, p.36). Notably, the company needs to consider the proper rate at which individuals can
get quick cash. Considerably, Antimony requires taking note of the number of fiats supported
and the coins to solve the primary listed Solution. Occasionally, marketing is the primary
determinant of cryptocurrency listing. Here, Antimony currency requires incredible
consideration of marketing skills and strategies to get to the top exchange listing.
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The other proposed Solution to the problem is to sustain affordability through the cost
division of rates in different sectors. Therefore, to sustain the project's real affordability, a premine of 20% has been reserved to cover the costs that will follow in stages.
-

80% – To be mined by the community, estimative at 15 mil/Year

-

8% Reserved Funding for future projects

-

5% For the founders and team

-

5% To cover advisors costs, licenses, premises, fees

-

2% As Bounty and Marketing campaigns

Similarly, the hand-off Approach can be a solution and a pressure to manage the volatile
market, affordability, and liquidity advancement. Traders should focus on model portfolios that
lead to diversification that triggers numerous asset classes and investment approaches in a
particular selection (Fang et al., 2020, p.6). It leads to skilful asset distribution and investment
assortment. The company proposes the initiation of prepaid banks, which makes it possible for
an individual to withdraw cash using cards or direct bank transfer. Also, the implementation of
Visa and Mastercard partnership by the coming year to enhance flexible currency transactions.
5. Business Benefits
The Antimony currency business has numerous benefits in succeeding and solving the
global glitches of cryptocurrency. On this note, the primary benefit of the business is that the
Antimony has a hybrid algorithm denoted PHI1612. In this instance, the algorithm is a
combination of Proof of Stake and Proof is Work systems (Chaumont et al., 2019, p.4).
Beneficially, the currency department enables users to switch from the two systems to regulate
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the speed rate. In other cases, the antimony coin is a decentralized peer-to-peer banking financial
platform created under an open-source license, featuring a built-in cryptocurrency, end-to-end
encrypted messaging, and a decentralized marketplace. The need for online banking has risen in
the current decades, making the Antimony suitable for application in various businesses
industries.
The other essential consideration is the legit factor of the business by possession of legal
banking for fiat currency license. In this instance, the cryptocurrency features an end-to-end
bridge between crypto and fiat currencies that makes the business legit, attracting more users.
Considerably, the cryptocurrency provides an incredibly user-friendly interface that encompasses
an improved cryptographic background (Sontakke and Ghaisas, 2017, p.13). In this case, the
"tokenomics" of the cryptocurrency operate smoothly and encourages the proper exchange of
coins to fiat currency. In more consideration, the coin specification focuses on the particular
value block size of 4MG, and the block time concentrates under 120 seconds.

6. Conclusion
The Antimony currency is a unique online cash transaction that will aid the Global
economy when trading online. The currency needs to be placed into effectiveness to benefit
numerous traders and investors worldwide and develop a distinctive form of currency exchange
in online businesses. The incredible feature of changing the cryptocurrency into fiat currencies
shows its essential in the current market. In this instance, the currency shows more benefit when
implemented to the current market for proper trading and growth of the business. Many reasons
for the implementation of Antimony currency exist to solve the major problem that most
cryptocurrency has lacked. In this instance, the application of the Antimony currency will
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encourage affordability that leads to the continuation of most businesses globally. Furthermore,
the existing Solution of Antimony currency occasionally aids in the maintenance of the
professional market structure. In more consideration, the existing Solution does note shows
potential consideration of the major glitches hindering traders and investors. In this instance, the
proposed solutions and measures are the primary determinant of the future success of Antimony
currency.
As for the current date, the existing exchange platforms lack transparency. As a result,
starting from the top-ranked, the processing day to day user transactions are slower or charged
with high fees.
Taking into consideration a practical evaluation of the market, the traditional centralized
financial institutions are still on the top, offering more economic advantages on transacting in
competition with the crypto ecosystem, for that reason, it is more likely that individuals and
businesses are more interested in the speculation manoeuvres and at specific periods leaving the
crypto ecosystem without liquidity creating a loss in value of the most cryptocurrencies that
doesn't have a sustainable project to keep the volatility.
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